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The Challenges of Online 
Teaching

Why?

What are your concerns about transitioning to online teaching?



What is Pedagogy?

• Pedagogy is the art and science of 
how something is taught and how 
students learn it.
• It includes how the teaching occurs, 

the approach to teaching and 
learning, the way the content is 
delivered and what the students learn 
as a result of the process. 

Source: oaklandcc.edu/assessment/terminology.htm



Methods of Delivery

Face-to-Face 
Classroom Blended Hybrid Online



Challenges of environmental 
law professors in the time of 
covid-19
• In a survey conducted among law professors teaching 

environmental law in the Philippines by the Legal 
Education Board (October 2020), the challenges 
identified were:
• Majority of the respondents identify Internet 

Connection (which includes unstable and or poor 
internet connections); recitations are hard to 
conduct due to intermittent internet connections 
of both sides.

• Difficulty in assessment of students’ performance
• Lack of personal interactions 
• Lack of outdoor activities





Our Pre- and post-pandemic classrooms: Can we use Socratic 
teaching and learning methods in both?



THE SOCRATIC METHOD

¡The Socratic method, also known as method of Elenchus, 
elenctic method, or Socratic debate, is a form of cooperative 
argumentative dialogue between individuals, based on asking 
and answering questions to stimulate critical thinking and to 
draw out ideas and underlying presuppositions.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argumentation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dialogue
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Critical_thinking
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Presupposition
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SO HOW DO WE BRIDGE THE GAP?



A need to adopt a new mindset. We can’t replicate 
traditional classroom experience online. 



FIVE STRATEGIES TO ENGAGE TODAY’S 
STUDENTS

Research-based methods

Relevance

Rationale

Relaxed

Rapport

SOURCE: Price, C. (2009). Why Don’t My Students Think I’m Groovy? The Teaching Professor, 23 (1), 7; BART, M. 
(2011). The Five R’s of engaging millennial students



Activities for transitioning to online teaching

• Incorporate Online Activities, such as:
• Case studies
• Tutorials
• Simulations
• Article Reviews
• Discussion of Current Events
• Group problem solving/reports
• Discussion Questions



Popplet Mindmap



Popplet Mindmap



Take Note:



Lesson #1: Engaging students at the onset

Learn new tricks! Work with technology by using 
effective online learning tools. Integrate gaming 
elements to enhance student engagement and 

motivation.









II. Legal education today (Ferguson, 2016)
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Lesson #2: Making learning outcomes and activities relevant

Plan out synchronous learning activities throughout the 
term or semester to focus on active learning inside the 

virtual classroom.





Through Break-out rooms in zoom, students are able to 
produce case study outputs using digital mind-map 
tools like Popplet



Lesson #3: “flipping” the classroom

Move basic learning outside the classroom. Post 
lectures online so students can watch and listen at their 

own pace. At the same time, professors can use class 
time more efficiently with interactive discussion, 

engagement, motivation and applied learning.



What is Flipped 
Classroom?





Using Google Sites to create content for flipped 
classroom

https://sites.google.com/d/1EwbDoKhateODA1KbXIuOBN4FYWpb-ra9/p/1fimPSuiwHD_IKTHSc9gJN80lmbI8GyM0/edit


Crafting your Course Syllabus



Source: https://www.deccanherald.com/opinion/in-perspective/teachers-step-up-to-the-challenge-of-online-teaching-845761.html



Gauging 
Performance: 
Ways of 
making 
student 
assessments 
fun!



Gauging Your Performance (using Padlet)





Thank you!


